Indian Society
SYLLABUS
S.NO.

TOPICS

1.

Salient features of Indian Society, Diversity of India.

2.

Role of Women and Women’s Organization

3.

Child Rights and Issues

4.

Society Empowerment

5.

Urbanisation

6.

Population and Associated Issues

7.

Secularism

8.

Communalism and Sectarianism

9.

Regionalism

10.

Effects of Globalization on Indian Society
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1. SALIENT FEATURES OF INDIAN SOCEITY
INTRODUCTION








A society is a group of people who share a common
culture, occupy a territorial area and are bound to
each other by a common history.
Societies may be either simple or complex. It is natural
to human beings. We all are social beings. We cannot
survive without society. We human beings cannot
attain our goals alone, we want society. The society
provides us security, relationship, identity and sense of
belongingness.
Society is mandatory not only for mere survival but
also for a good life. Society is a continuous process. It is
not imposed upon people. It goes on as a natural
process. Social relations are the base of social
structure. Society can be understood in its abstract as
well as concrete form.
The main characteristics of the society are
interdependence, cooperation and conflict, mutual
awareness, similarities and differences, abstraction in
terms of relationship and dynamism in nature.

UPSC MAINS PEVIOUS YEAR QUESTIONS
● How

does Indian society maintain
continuity in traditional social values?
Enumerate the changes taking place in it.
(2021)

● Customs and traditions suppress reason

leading to obscurantism. Do you agree?
(2020)
● What makes Indian society unique in

sustaining its culture? Discuss. (2019)
● The spirit tolerance and love is not only an

interesting feature of Indian society from
very early times, but it is also playing an
important part at the present. Elaborate.
(2017)

● The life cycle of a joint family depends on

economic factors rather than social values.
Discuss. (2014)



Individual and society are directly related to each other.Both are complementary. The individuals live in
collective activities not due to compulsion but by necessity.



Human beings and their societies are inseparable although we all individuals are compliant and
rebellious, conventional as well as unorthodox, submissive and aggressive i.e. all sort of contradictions
and functioning with opposites.



Biological, ecological, psychological and social factors significantly influence all of us. These influences
cause variation in individual and with all commonalities in cultural factors each individual becomes
unique with different physical and psychological attributes.



All human beings are social beings. We all belong to some culture which determines the individual’s
economic maintenance system for personality development. The society basically promotes a particular
system to everybody in which individual develops different terms of relationship.



In this perspective human society is different from animal society. Human beings have its own culture
and a dynamic communication system whereas the animal society has no culture, and they have no
dynamic form of speech. Animal behavior is instructive whereas we are social beings. Human society is
dynamic and interdependent, having common goals and interact among one another whereas animals’
society is static.
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SOCIAL GROUP:
A social group is a collection of two or more persons who are continuously interacting and share common
interests and a sense of loyalty within a given society. It has the following characteristics:


Persistent interaction among its members.



A shared sense of belonging amongst its members.



Shared interests.



Acceptance of Common norms and values.



Membership of the group may be formal or informal.

Social roles and status are not fixed. People do make efforts to change the role and status (even ascribed
status) assigned to them by society. For example, Dalits have been opposing the low status assigned to
them on the basis of caste.

SOCIAL STRATIFICATION:


According to Giddens, social stratification refers to division of members of a society into different
social categories or strata which are ranked into a hierarchy, according to their relative power, prestige
and wealth.



According to Tumin, “Social stratification refers to arrangement of society into hierarchies of strata of
social categories that command unequal amounts of property, power and honour.” Social stratification
is not an individual fact, it is rather a social fact. It refers to the ranking of a large number of
individuals into hierarchically organized strata. It has little to do with individual merit/abilities and more
to do with socially patterned inequalities.



Major Systems of Stratification include:
o

Caste

o

Class

o

Gender

o

Slavery

o

Estate

The privileges or social rewards enjoyed by any individual depends upon his or her caste, class, gender and
position in society.

Social stratification and natural differences:


Stratification systems have a social and not a biological basis. They are socially created inequalities.
Social inequality occurs when biological differences are culturally assigned and subjected to prejudices.
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